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Step #2: develop a basic structure
Simplicity is difficult. Among other things, it means that to create a good essay you don't need to
pile it with a huge number of facts, sections, beautiful literary techniques. One of the main secrets
of success is a well-thought-out structure.
When creating it, it is convenient to rely on the theses and arguments prescribed in the previous
paragraph:
Introduction - this part mentions the main theses of the text;
the main part - here are paragraphs with arguments, facts in support of the thesis, which are
presented in a form suitable for an essay of a certain type.
conclusion - in this section you do not repeat the main idea again, but draw conclusions based on
the arguments put forward.
Step #3: use the auxiliary tools if you need them.
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When you need to write something right now, there may be a problem called "white sheet fear".
Even if the author knows what he needs to write about, the first step can be the hardest to take.
There can be many reasons for fear of a white paper: from ephemeral like "no mood", to quite
specific like a paralyzing fear of getting a bad mark for homework or excessive perfectionism. Of
course, the lack of practice also affects not the best way.
Experiments show that this problem can be solved by using text templates. The idea is simple - it is
difficult for a person to write at least a sentence to stop the page being empty. If there is already
some text on it that needs to be modified, it is much easier to do it psychologically.
According to statistics from the Ghost blog service, the use of content templates can increase the
speed of writing posts by 600%. And here are collected templates for different types of English
essays.

